
Week 6 
Express Private Trusts 

− Three certainties of express trusts 
− Certainty of intention 
− Certainty of subject matter 
− Certainty of beneficiaries (or objects) 

 
Certainty of intention 

− Creator has clear intention of creating  trust 
− Korda v Australian Executor Trustees 

− Where there is an express trust in contract there is little doubt of 
intention  

− Language of documents is not to be used to strain a trust  
− Beneficiaries don’t even have to know about the trust 

− Burden of proof lies with whoever is trying to say a trust exists  
− Shah v Shah [2010] EWCA Civ 1408 

− The word trust is not necessary to evidence an intention to 
create a trust 

− Commission of Stamp Duties (Qld) v Joliffe (1920) 28 CLR 178 
− In cases where the word trust, does not necessarily mean a trust 

is created 
− ‘An open declaration of trust is… an expression of intention that 

is final and beyond recall’ 
− Arthur v Public Trustee 

− Even though a declaration of trust was made, actions could be 
used to contra-indicate an intention to create a trust  

− Byrnes v Kendle 
− Clifford argued that he did not have a real intention to create a 

trust and could provide evidence  
− High Court disagreed and found that there was an intention to 

create a trust and that intention could be proved by the objective 
evidence contained in the acknowledgment  

− Shams 
− It is not known what the effect of Byrnes v Kendle will have on 

the creation of express trusts which is a sham à In NZ not valid 
if intention is in appearance only Clayton v Clayton  

− Lewis v Condon 
§ Every case of shamming intent involves a finding of 

intentional deception as to the effect of a document, but 
not every case of improper purpose is a sham 

− Re Armstrong 
− Father deposited money into bank accounts for sons with the 

interest for himself 



− Court held even though he wasn’t aware these actions created a 
trust, there was still intention to create an express trust 

− Precatory words 
− If the creator transfers property and expresses a motive, hope or 

expectation that the property be used in a particular way à 
condition will be viewed as precatory and impose no obligation 

 
Certainty of subject matter 

− Trust property must be reasonably identifiable or ascertainable at the 
time the trust is created 

− Quantum of interest must be specified if various beneficial interests are 
intended 

− Property can be either real, personal, and any estate share and interest 
in any property, and any debt, and any thing in action, and any other 
right or interest whether in possession or not 

− Future property can not be held on trust 
 
Certainty of objects 

− A trust will fail if the beneficiaries are not identified with sufficient 
certainty à known as ‘the beneficiary principle’ 

− Morice v Bishop of Durham  
− Must be beneficiaries to enforce the trust 

− Test à list certainty test 
− Must know who all the beneficiaries are 

− Suggestion in recent times that the test should not be applied as strictly 
as it has been in the past 

− West v Western 
− Difficulties in transcending descendants  
− Judge Young held that the certainty rule should be reformulated: 

“the rule will be satisfied if, within a reasonable time after the gift 
comes into effect, the court can be satisfied on the balance of 
probabilities that the substantial majority of beneficiaries have 
been ascertained and that no reasonable inquiries could be 
made which would improve the situation” 

− If there is no certainty of beneficiaries à consequence is that there is a 
resulting trust for the settlor (inter visos) or estate/next of kin (pursuant 
to a will) 

− In contract with lack of certainty of intention and subject matter in which 
case there is no trust at all 

− Charitable trusts 
− No objects or beneficiaries 
− Charity is for a purpose 
− Responsibility for enforcement rests with Attorney General 

− Valid trusts for purposes that are not charitable 
− Rare  
− Australia has held as invalid  

− Trusts for unincorporated associations 



− No separate legal personality 
− Gifts of property on trust to such associations 
− Usually fail for: 

§ Lack of certainty of object 
§ The association’s purpose is not charitable 
§ Violates the principle of perpetuities if the association 

includes future members 
− Dispositions to unincorporated associations can be construed in 

three main ways: 
1. As an absolute gift to members to hold as joint tenants 
2. As a gift to existing members, subject to the rules of the 

association, or 
3. As a trust to be held to further the purposes of the 

association (charitable) 
− Presumption that the donor intended the disposition to take as 

an absolute gift to the members of the association  
− Bacon v Pianta  
− Problem doesn’t occur if company is incorporated  
− Amendment to succession laws have allowed gifts to 

unincorporated associations to be effective, regardless of 
whether the members are ascertainable  

§ S 43 Succession Act 2006 (NSW) 
	


